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Gordon Stephenson — a visionary environmentalist
B 10 October 1924  D 26 December 2015

James Guild — Chairperson, Queen Elizabeth II National Trust

The National Trust was greatly saddened 
by the news of Gordon Stephenson’s death 
on 26 December 2015.

Gordon will be remembered for the impact 
he had on this nation’s environmental 
ethos. At a time when land clearance 
and maximising pastoral production was 
being championed and subsidised by 
government policy, he advocated for a 
more balanced rural environment. For him, 
the natural environment was considered 
just as important as the developed, where 
the last remnants of original vegetation 
were considered taonga — treasures 
not obstacles to prosperity — and where 
preservation became a partner with 
pastoralism not an impediment. He 
believed kaitiakitanga or guardianship was 
an honour not a chore.

Gordon’s conversion to ecological 
enthusiast happened soon after his arrival 
in New Zealand in the 1950s. He described 
it as an epiphany, observing that studying 
New Zealand’s ecology offered the nearest 
thing to studying life on another planet. 

In the 1970s, Gordon and his wife, Celia, 
became deeply alarmed by the level of 
destruction of indigenous nature on private 
land and the fact that there was nothing 
that could be done to prevent it. He 
began socialising the idea of a protection 
mechanism (in the form of a ‘Heritage 
Trust’) with his peers and politicians and 
government officials in Wellington. 

In determining the functions and powers 
of the proposed trust, Gordon held 
strongly to three principles — that the 

OBITUARY

protected land remain in private ownership, 
that protection should be a voluntary 
process without the use of inducements or 
coercion, and that the protection should be 
in perpetuity.

All of these principles were novel concepts 
for conservation on private land, and 
generated much debate. Ultimately, all 
were enshrined in the Queen Elizabeth the 
Second National Trust Act 1977, governing 
the Queen Elizabeth II National Trust. The 
National Trust is an organisation dedicated 
to protecting and promoting ‘open space’ 
features on private land (areas of land or 
water that serve to preserve or to facilitate 
the preservation of any landscape of 
aesthetic, cultural, recreational, scenic, 
scientific or social interest or value). It 
offers landowners a way to permanently 
protect these features on their land with 
covenants. The National Trust now has 
thousands of members and acts as trustee 
for hundreds of thousands of hectares of 
covenanted land. 

During his lifetime Gordon had an 
unwavering commitment to conservation 
and to good on-farm environmental 
management. He sat on the national 
bodies of Federated Farmers and 
Forest and Bird and had leading roles 
in organisations such as the Waikato 
Conservation Board, the Maungatautari 
Ecological Island Trust, the New Zealand 
Landcare Trust, and the South Island High 
Country Review Committee.

He instigated the Ballance Farm 
Environment Awards, which are now 

held nationally with the national winner 
receiving the Gordon Stephenson Trophy. 
Gordon first mooted the idea of a farm 
environment competition in 1991 as a 
way of recognising farmers who were 
trying to balance farm productivity with 
environmental protection. In 1992, Gordon 
and Celia Stephenson were jointly awarded 
the Loder Cup, New Zealand’s most 
prestigious conservation award for plant 
conservation. In 1998, Gordon became a 
Companion of the New Zealand Order of 
Merit. In 2000, he received a Biodiversity 
Accolade award at the launch of the 
New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy. In 2013, 
Gordon received an Honorary Doctorate 
from the University of Waikato for his 
on-going contribution to the environment. 
Gordon was a Distinguished Life Member 
of Forest and Bird, an Honorary Member of 
Rotary, and an honorary kaumatua at Pikitu 
Marae, Waotu.

Gordon’s vision and the citizen-led 
conservation movement he and 
Celia triggered when they established 
New Zealand’s first open space covenant 
with the National Trust in 1979 
revolutionised the way natural and cultural 
places on private land are valued and 
preserved in New Zealand. He leaves an 
enduring legacy that has changed the 
landscape of our nation for the better. 
All New Zealanders are the beneficiaries 
of his remarkable combination of vision, 
tenacity, and his successful advocacy for 
the environment and for a greater balance 
between productivity and protection on 
private land.

Gordon Stephenson

Gordon and Celia Stephenson at the National Trust’s event celebrating the registration of its 4000th 
covenant. Left: Gordon and Celia being interviewed by Radio New Zealand. Right: Gordon and Celia with 
Margaret and Keith Ormsby, who established the 4000th covenant.
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National Trust to support the 
Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy initiative

The National Trust is delighted to be selected as New Zealand’s contributor to the Queen’s 
Commonwealth Canopy initiative (QCC). The initiative was announced at the opening of the 
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in Malta in November last year as 
a way to mark Queen Elizabeth II’s long reign and dedication to the Commonwealth. QCC 
is a partnership between The Palace, the Royal Commonwealth Society, and a rainforest 

charity called Cool Earth. It aims to create a 
network of rainforest and native forest conservation 
programmes throughout the Commonwealth and 
show that, ‘irrespective of geography, economy, 
culture or tenure, solutions exist to the threats facing 
these most critical of ecosystems’. 

The Commonwealth’s 53 members have been 
invited to contribute to QCC and demonstrate that
 its citizens are leading the world in their efforts to 
protect native forests. 

To support QCC in New Zealand, the Government has 
announced it will spend $1 million over 3 years to help 
QEII National Trust extend its network of covenants over 
native forest on private land. New Zealand is one of first 
countries to support this initiative. 

Dunedin turned on spectacular weather for the Coastal Otago 
covenantors’ day in November. The event started with morning tea 
and talks at Otago peninsula’s beautiful Glenfalloch Restaurant and 
Gardens. Guest speakers talked about ecosourcing, the contribution of 
ecotourism to the Dunedin economy, and predator control techniques. 
A field trip to Penguin Place was next on the agenda — a popular 
visitor experience on the peninsula. Penguin Place is largely contained 
within one of the peninsula’s earliest covenants. Owner, Lisa King, 
and her team have continued and extended the work that her father 
and founder of the premier tourist attraction started in 1985. The 
private conservation reserve is dedicated to helping the endangered 
yellow-eyed penguin/hoiho survive. Revenue from guided tours funds 
all conservation work at Penguin Place, including habitat restoration, 
predator control, a research programme, and on-site rehabilitation care 
for penguins that are sick, starving or wounded. 

Covenantors’ gathering on Otago peninsula

Just before Christmas Jarrod and Danielle Hawkins were weighing up their 
options for buying some more pest control traps for their three covenants. 
Controlling rat and possum numbers is a priority but with lamb prices down 
and droughts forecast into the summer they weren’t sure how many new 
traps they would get in. They needn’t have worried. The Hawkins were the 
lucky winners of the Predator Free NZ/QEII National Trust’s Predator Survey 
competition, receiving $2000 in prize money from Predator Free NZ to spend 
on pest control in their covenants. 

Late last year, an email was sent to covenantors inviting them to share their 
predator control efforts on a GIS map designed by Predator Free NZ. Predator 
Free NZ wants to use the data gathered to build a comprehensive picture 
of where and why predator control is being done around the country. The 
competition has closed but Predator Free NZ is still interested in hearing from 
you. Email klukis@openspace.org.nz if you would like to add your predator 
control details to the national picture (no personal information is recorded).

Competition winners help build a national picture of predator control

2016  NEW YEAR 
HONOURS
Congratulations to Mr Jim Campbell 
for receiving a New Zealand Order of 
Merit for his services to conservation. 
Mr Campbell has for many years been 
involved in numerous conservation 
initiatives and organisations here and 
overseas. He has created a number of 
wetlands on his property, the largest 
being an 8ha area covenanted with the 
QEII National Trust.

‘This is a show of confidence in the 
protection work we do in partnership with 
private landowners, and the fund gives us 
a boost to protect more of New Zealand’s 
native forests,’ National Trust Chair, James 
Guild, said. 
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population, introduce plants to other tiny populations in Wairarapa, 
and set up new populations in other suitable covenanted sites. Local 
Forest and Bird members are helping out, clearing weeds from the 
site and collecting seeds and cuttings that have been passed on 
to Norfolk Road Native Nursery to grow for the plant’s recovery 
programme. Already 200 plants are ready for planting out in autumn 
this year. Because of the site’s importance, Greater Wellington 
Regional Council has supported covenanting costs with a higher than 
normal funding allocation to help with fencing.

Trevor says the discovery is a highlight of his career. 

‘The site didn’t look that special from a distance and finding the 
population was completely unexpected. For me, it drives home 
the fact that landowners should never feel shy about proposing 
covenants. 

‘Sometimes they might think the bit of bush at the back of the farm 
is nothing special, but it just goes to show that you never know what 
taonga it might be sheltering,’ he said.  

The National Trust’s local representative, Trevor Thompson, 
stumbled across the plants when he was assessing the site’s 
suitability for covenanting. He felt sure he had identified 
the plant correctly, but given its rarity coupled with the 
numbers he was finding at this site, some doubt crept in. He 
sent photos and foliage samples to expert botanists Aalbert 
Rebergen, Colin Ogle, and Graeme La Cock who soon 
confirmed the find was indeed Olearia gardneri.

Until this discovery, the total number of known plants in 
the wild was estimated at 160, scattered in small isolated 
populations, mostly around Taihape, but with a few isolated 
plants in the Wairarapa. Those statistics made Olearia 
gardneri about as rare as our critically endangered kakapo. 

Trevor has since counted 374 specimens at the site and, unlike 
some of the populations elsewhere that only contain adult 
plants, he has found plants of all ages and sizes. The discovery 
has more than tripled the known numbers of the plant 
and will hopefully lower its threat status from Threatened– 
Nationally Critical to Threatened–Nationally Endangered. 

The landowner, Jane McKay, said she has her son, Tom, to 
thank for the discovery.

‘We had talked about protecting the bush, but I felt a bit shy 
about it as I wasn’t sure it would meet covenanting criteria. 
Tom was keen though, so we got Trevor over to take a look,’ 
she said.

Tom said he felt inspired to protect the bush after talking to 
his friend whose parents had covenanted some bush on their 
farm.

‘I thought we should do the same with the bit of bush we had 
as well,’ he said.

Jane is thrilled to have such a rare plant on the farm and 
is determined to protect it and support its recovery. A 
management plan has been developed to enhance the current 

Trevor Thompson (QEII Regional Representative), Tom, and Jane seated below the 
trunk of an old Olearia gardneri specimen. They are holding O. gardneri  seedlings 
grown by Norfolk Road Native Plant Nursery near Masterton. Around 200 seedlings 
have been grown by the nursery. The plan is to put 100 into Jane’s covenant and 
split the remainder between two nearby covenants to establish new populations 
there.

Exciting plant 
discovery on 
Wairarapa farm
A Wairarapa farmer’s tentative enquiry about 
covenanting a small bush remnant has resulted 
in the exciting discovery of a population of 
Olearia gardneri (Gardner’s tree daisy), one of 
New Zealand’s rarest plants.

Facts about Olearia gardneri

Olearia gardneri is a member of the tree daisy family. It is only found in the North Island, in 
Wairarapa, Rangitikei, and formerly Hawke’s Bay. It is pollinated by insects and its seeds have a 
dandelion-like parachute that helps them travel on the wind. Fortunately grazing animals don’t 
particularly like to eat it. Olearia gardneri may have had a pivotal role in helping to heal land 
slips, being replaced by larger forest trees over time. Some plants display a deciduous nature (it is 
recognised as deciduous – May is the best time to spot it, because its yellowing leaves stand out).  
It supports at least nine moth species, five of which are tree daisy specialists (source: Department of 
Conservation).
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Conservation  
calling
Covenantors Brian and Chris Rance are passionate about 
nature, especially when it comes to native plants

Chris and Brian Rance have worked together as volunteers on 
restoration and education projects in Southland for more than 20 
years. At the Te Rere yellow-eyed penguin reserve in the Catlins, 
they have organised regular planting and maintenance days and 
coordinated annual penguin counts. They both serve on the Te 
Rere Reserve Advisory Committee, and helped set up the Otatara 
Landcare Group. They are still actively involved with the latter, 
whose ‘Living Legends’ project has produced flourishing results at 
the Bushy Point Restoration Project near Invercargill. The project is 
a 50–100-year programme to revegetate a 14ha area of pasture 
grass that lies between two nationally significant areas of remnant 
native totara forest, providing an extended habitat for native 
species. Chris is also a representative on the Southland Ecological 
Restoration Network.

The Rances professional lives are also dedicated to nature 
conservation. 

Brian is employed as an ecologist with the Department of 
Conservation and Chris runs the Southland Community Nursery 
and Education Centre, which they established on their property 
at Otatara near Invercargill. They grow native plants at the 
nursery for local restoration projects and Chris holds workshops 
at the education centre on pest and weed control, growing and 
cultivating plants, and sustainable living. More than 1500 school 
children have visited the centre since it opened at the end of 2013. 

In 2002, Chris and Brian won the Loder Cup, New Zealand’s 
premier award for plant conservation. The New Zealand Plant 
Conservation Network gave the Otatara Landcare Group an award 
in 2014 and the Community Nursery was also recognised by the 
Network in 2011. In 2015, the Rances were recognised with a 
Queens Honour (QSM) for their services to conservation.
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Mayfly (Mauiulus luma)

Open Space talked to Chris and Brian 
about the challenges and rewards of a 
lifestyle dedicated to conservation.

Where does your passion for 
conservation come from?

Brian: I grew up on a farm in Southland in 
the shadow of the Hokonui Hills. The local 
Dunsdale Reserve was a favourite family 
place for picnics and fishing trips. I enjoyed 
science at school, especially biology and 
geography, but once at University in 
Otago, botany became my passion for life.

Chris: Living on the coast of Yorkshire, on 
the edge of the North Yorkshire Moors 
National Park, there were plenty of 
natural areas to get involved in outdoor 
pursuits. I think my Dad inspired my early 
interest in nature. We would spend hours 
beachcombing and looking in rock pools 
along the coast. Later on I got involved 
in conservation projects cleaning up 
some very polluted industrial sites — a far 
cry from the New Zealand conservation 
projects we got involved in here.  

When did you establish your 
covenant?

In 1999. From the day we purchased the 
property and adjoining bush sections 
we knew we wanted our special area 
to be protected in perpetuity, so it was 
easy for us to approach QEII. We would 
recommend others who value their special 
natural places to covenant sooner rather 
than leave it to the last minute.

What is the most special thing about 
your covenant?

We are often busy on separate projects 
but our covenant area, especially the 
restoration area, is the place where we 
enjoy working together, sharing both the 
hard work and the pleasure.

We were fortunate that Gay Munro, our 
QEII regional representative at the time, 
could see our commitment and vision. 
Our covenant area included a restoration 
area (which was a paddock at the time) 
alongside the kahikatea remnant we 
were protecting. This means we have an 
interesting 20-year-old restoration area 
complementing and protecting the old 
kahikatea swamp forest. 

It is very satisfying to have created what 
now looks like a natural area and know 
that all the work is protected in perpetuity. 
It also serves as a constant reminder to 
ourselves and all our visitors that it is much 
easier to protect what is already there than 
to try and recreate it!

The old kahikatea remnant on our property 
and adjoining our neighbours’ property 
is nationally important, being part of 
a vegetation sequence from forest to 
estuary. The covenant is also part of the 
Awarua Ramsar site. We are pleased to be 
able to protect such magnificent trees for 
ourselves and others to enjoy.

What made you decide to set up   
the Southland Community Nursery  
20 years ago?

We, our neighbours, Ian and Jenny 
Gamble, and many friends and other 
groups who were looking to restore natural 
areas at the time were all passionate 
but lacked the money to go and buy the 
thousands of native plants you need for 
restoration. There were also no local 
ecosourcing nurseries or places to get 
good advice on species appropriate to 
Southland. So we set up the Southland 
Community Nursery to fill that gap. We 
are still going strongly today. Ten to fifteen 
volunteers come to the nursery each Friday.  
In exchange for work, they can take away 
plants (and advice) for free.

And the education centre?

The education centre is a more recent 
addition. Since opening in November 2013, 
over 2000 people (mainly school children) 
have visited the property. We have always 
accommodated school groups but having 
a purpose-built centre has increased 
school use markedly. Our patron for the 
Community Nursery and Education Centre 
is ‘bugman’ Ruud Kleinpaste. We hope the 
education centre inspires the children 
and adults who visit it to see the true 

Brian Rance, Ruud Kleinpaste, and Chris Rance at the Southland Community Nursery and Education 
Centre.

wonder of nature and to learn that 
anything is possible — you just need to 
start it.

What do you get back for all your hard 
work?

On our own property we see a lot 
of beauty in what we have created, 
complementing the natural areas that we 
are protecting. There is endless pleasure in 
just being in nature and our property is like 
our own private parkland — but one we 
are happy to share with others.

On a wider scale, seeing the conservation 
projects we are involved with develop into 
something very special over time is very 
rewarding. We hope that inspires others to 
follow and do the same thing.

What do you think are the biggest 
threats to our open spaces and natural 
heritage?

It is easy to see that in Southland, and 
across the country, continuing land 
development, land use intensification, and 
unsustainable development are the biggest 
threats to our natural heritage.

If there was one thing we could do to 
help make a difference, what might it 
be?

For everyone to value our natural heritage 
so much that society will no longer 
continue to allow its destruction. The  
loss of our natural heritage will result in 
the loss of our national identity as 
New Zealanders. As individuals we all have 
a role to play in valuing and protecting our 
natural heritage for future generations. 
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As a boy growing up in the United 
Kingdom, it was drummed into me never 
to eat wild foods. With the exception of 
blackberries, all berries were poisonous. 
Eating mushrooms could lead to a 
somewhat psychedelic death and even just 
touching dandelion milk would make one 
pee the bed!  As an adult, I now know 
that this was largely driven by folklore with 
a dash of fear and ignorance thrown in for 
good measure.

Upon moving to New Zealand and 
starting a family, I was determined my 
children would grow up knowing which 
bush foods they could eat and, conversely, 
which ones could kill them. Their 
education started when they became old 
enough to identify common bush plants 
such as kawakawa. The orange, peppery 
berries of the kawakawa are delicious 
and were very popular with my eldest 
daughter when she was just a toddler. I 
will never forget once during a bush walk 
on our property how she got quite irate 
with a kereru for stealing ‘her’ berries. 
The education continues to this day and 
both of my daughters are developing 
a knowledge of bush plants that I feel 
could potentially save their lives one day 
if they ever found themselves in a survival 
situation.

When early Maori settled Aotearoa, there 
must have been a very steep learning 
curve when it came to finding out which 
bush foods to eat and which ones to 
avoid. Tutu (Coriaria arborea) and its close 
relatives are well known to farmers and 
bee keepers. Tutu contains the toxin tutin 
that, if enough is consumed, will likely lead 
to a very painful demise. The only part 
of the plant that is not toxic is the fleshy 
berry (the tiny seed inside the berry holds 
the toxin). Tutu juice was once a popular 
tonic and was often mixed with bull kelp 
to make a jelly. It required painstaking 
processing to ensure every single seed 
was removed. It must have taken a fair 
bit of trial and error to figure this out. The 
kernels of the karaka berry are also very 
toxic and required substantial processing 
to remove the toxin before the kernel mash 
could be eaten.

Horopito (Pseudowntera colorata) is a 
small tree that occurs throughout much 
of New Zealand, usually at altitude. It is 

Forest canapés
There are at least 190 edible native plants found in New Zealand. There are also many toxic ones. 
Wayne O’Keefe (our QEII representative for Eastern Bay of Plenty) is teaching his daughters how to 
tell the difference when out foraging for snacks in their covenant. He shares his knowledge of edible 
(and not so edible) plants with us.

also known as pepper tree as the leaves 
are very — you guessed it — peppery. My 
introduction to horopito was given to me 
by a supposedly good friend who told me 
it was called fruit salad plant because of its 
fruity-tasting leaves. I should have known 
by the grin on his face that this was not 
the case and the taste was not at all what 
I was expecting — the strong pepper taste 
lingered for some minutes. (Revenge was 
sweet, though, as I repaid him shortly 
after with a generous dollop of wasabi 
knowing he’d never tried any before. I will 
never forget the look on his face when the 
wasabi hit home!)  My personal favourite 
way to use horopito is as a marinade for 
fish or meat.

Flat white anyone? Karamu (Coprosma 
robusta) is a very common tree in  
New Zealand and can be found readily in 
regenerating forest. It is covered in masses 
of orange berries from late summer to 
early autumn. Coprosma species are 
part of the family of plants known as 
Rubiaceae, which happens also to be 
the same family as the coffee bean. Early 
European settlers processed karamu seeds 
to make a coffee substitute. I tried it once 
one wet afternoon with a friend. It took 
a long time to strip, roast, and grind up 
the seeds. The resulting ‘coffee’ drink was 
interesting to say the least, but probably 
not worth the effort. As is the case with 
all plants from the Coprosma genus, the 
berries are edible.

One of my favourite native berries is from 
the kotukutuku/konini tree (Fuchsia 
excorticata). As the name implies it is  
a fuchsia that, as well as being the  
world’s tallest fuchsia, is also unique to  
New Zealand. The colourful flowers give 
way to purple, juicy berries in summer 
through to autumn. Traditionally, they 
were made into a juice. This tree is very 
popular with bellbirds and tui, so is a great 
tree to plant in the garden to bring in 
the birds. Other edible native tree berries 
include tawa, miro, and kahikatea. 

As for greens, pikopiko fern shoots are 
becoming popular amongst lovers of 
wild food. The name pikopiko can apply 
to many species of native fern where 
the koru, or unfurling young fronds, are 
harvested and cooked. I have tried some 
and, if treated the same way as asparagus, 

Horopito

Kawakawa

Karamu

Kahikatea

LIFeSTYLe
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Tree fuchsia
Tree fuchsia (Fuchsia excorticata) has 
papery strips of orangey-brown bark on 
its trunk and purple-red flowers in spring, 
some with unusual bright blue pollen. 
The fuchsia’s flowers change colour after 
pollination. Fuchsia is deciduous (shedding 
its leaves annually), which is also unusual 
in New Zealand’s native trees. The 
purplish-black berry (konini) is sweet and 
juicy in summer. A favourite food source 
for Maori, kereru (New Zealand pigeon), 
and, sadly, now possums, it was also used 
by European settlers to make jam and 
puddings.

which in our house means a good dollop 
of butter on top, they are not too bad.  
Care needs to be taken with pikopiko, 
though, as some species of fern are now 
known to be carcinogenic. 

There are a number of native plants that 
lend themselves to being grown in the 
veggie garden and can be obtained from 
a good nursery or garden centre. We 
have New Zealand spinach (Tetragonia 
tetragonioides) rambling through our 
garden. It is a valuable source of greens 
in winter and packed with vitamins A and 
C. The older leaves can be bitter, but the 
growing tips are very tasty. New Zealand 
celery (Apium prostratum) is nutritious 

NATIVE EDIBLE 
PLANTS

A practical field guide 
to New Zealand’s 
native edible plants 
by Andrew Crowe. 
Over 190 trees, 
shrubs, herbs, ferns, 
mushrooms, lichens, 

and seaweeds are described with 
information on which parts are edible 
and when, how plants have been 
utilised, particularly by Maori, and 
their nutritional value. In a separate 
section, the author describes important 
poisonous plants that are native 
to New Zealand or are likely to be 
confused with edible plants. Published 
2004. Enquire at bookstores or www.
bookcouncil.org.nz.

COOKING 
WITH CHARLES 
ROYAL  

by Charles Royal 
and Jenny Kaka 
Scott. 

In this book, chef 
Charles Royal 
uses indigenous 

New Zealand ingredients, such as 
kawakawa, pikopiko, wild bush 
mushrooms, and ferns to give classic 
dishes a contemporary twist. 

ISBN: 9781869694180
Year: 2010
Price indication: $45.00
Available in bookstores and from 
www.huia.co.nz.

and tasty in a salad or soup and can do 
well in a veggie garden. Scurvy grass 
(Lepidium oleraceum) is another edible 
plant, called so because it was fed to 
Captain Cook’s crew to stave off scurvy. It 
is very high in vitamin C. This plant is now 
very rare in the wild because of habitat 
loss and browsing.  

As is the case with eating anything that 
hasn’t come from the local supermarket, 
if you don’t know it, don’t eat it! There 
are also sustainability concerns around 
improper harvesting of plants in the 
wild. Harvesting of any plant material is 
not allowed on public conservation land 
without a permit.

Earina collects tawa berries

Entelea with a basketful of native spinach from the veggie garden
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Fungi provide a raft of benefits to our native and exotic forests from 
decomposition to helping plants grow and to withstand drought and 
disease, and as food for invertebrates. Some fungi are parasitic, a  
function that can be of benefit as a biocontrol agent against introduced 
weeds.

When trees fall or branches break in a forest, people often view this 
negatively, but they shouldn’t. If a lot of trees come down in a storm, it is 
not a disaster for the forest ecosystem. It is one event in the age-old life 
of a forest in which there is suddenly a great amount of dead wood on 
the ground. The decomposing fungi then have a huge resource, going 
to work to return nutrients to the soil from where a new forest will arise. 
Decomposition is an essential process in recycling nutrients. Without it  
the wood and leaves would just pile up and soil development would be 
severely compromised. Insects and other invertebrates also feed on dead 
plant material, but often only after fungi have begun the decomposition 
process.

Another group of fungi exists in the soil on plant roots and is hugely 
beneficial to the plant’s overall health. Most plants have these fungi, called 
mycorrhizal fungi, which extend beyond the plant roots to bring minerals 
and water for the use of both the roots and the fungus. These fungi 
help the plant by increasing growth and resilience to drought, as well as 
sometimes protecting from disease. Mycorrhizal fungi also benefit from the 
partnership, getting food in the form of sugars (carbohydrates) that are 
produced in the plant leaves and passed down to the roots.

Then there are the lichens, a combination of fungus and alga living 
together, which are a natural component of all forests. Lichens are involved 
in various things like the creation of soil. They are also an indicator of 
healthy air as they grow best in unpolluted air. New Zealand forests 
normally have lichens in great abundance.

A fourth group of fungi is parasites that feed on living plants. Native 
parasitic fungi rarely cause significant damage to a native forest as they are 
in evolutionary balance, but introduced fungi can threaten both native and 
exotic forests in New Zealand. Use of parasitic fungi against invasive plant 
weeds is being studied as a means of non-chemical biocontrol of weeds. 

The interactions between fungi and plants show how two large kingdoms 
of life are dependent on each other. Such interactions are extensive, with 
the fungal kingdom in fact many times larger than the plant kingdom. 
Fungi interact with most animals too.

In evolutionary time, fungi were on the land before plants colonised from 
the ocean. Plants therefore teamed up with fungi millions of years ago 
and cannot survive without them.  Similarly, fungi cannot survive without 
plants. 

For more information on fungi check out:

http://fungalguide.landcareresearch.co.nz/WebForms/FG_About.aspx

http://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/science/plants-animals-fungi/fungi

Fantastic fungi 
Fungi are essential to the health of our forests, but their importance is often overlooked. Landcare 
Research mycologist, Peter Buchanan, provides an insight to the relationship between forests and 
four different types of fungi grouped by their function  — the decomposers, mycorrhizal fungi, 
lichens, and parasites.

Lichens

The lichen Pseudocyphellaria growing on beech trees

The lichen Usnea growing on beech trees
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Gloeoporus phlebophorus is a bracket fungus that 
feeds on and decomposes wood. 

The Coprinellus disseminatus mushroom feeds on 
and decomposes dead wood.

This wood decay fungus Pycnoporus coccineus 
grows on a broad range of dead wood from both 
native and introduced trees.

The sky blue mushroom Entoloma hochstetteri, 
which features on our $50 note, feeds on dead 
plant matter in the soil, decomposing it.

Birds-nest fungi decompose dead twigs.

Decomposer fungi

The Tylopilus formosus mushroom assists nutrition 
of beech trees through its relationship with tree 
roots. 

Mycorrhizal mushrooms of the Cortinarius group 
are common in beech and tea tree forests in 
autumn. Each one is connected to tree roots 
below.

This mycorrhizal mushroom Gallacea scleroderma 
grows in beech forest where it is connected to 
beech tree roots.

Mycorrhizal fungi (Mykós is Greek for ‘fungus’ and riza for ‘roots’, plainly describing this very 
common relationship between fungi and plant roots.)

The vegetable caterpillar fungus Cordyceps 
robertsii is a parasite of a native caterpillar.  
Maori knew it as awheto and used it as a source 
of black pigment for tattooing. 

The beech strawberry Cyttaria is a native 
parasite in evolutionary balance with its native 
beech tree host. It grows on galls on trunks 
and branches, and is eaten by pigeons (and 
possums). 

The winter mushroom Armillaria 
novaezelandiae is known to Maori as a harore. 
It grows on the dead wood of several kinds of 
native trees, and sometimes can be a parasite 
eg, of radiata pine and kiwifruit.

Parasitic fungi

Clavulina Subrugosa is a mycorrhizal associate of  
kanuka (Kunzea serotina).
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 Ask yourself if you even need to buy 
plants 

Sometimes simply controlling rank exotic 
grasses, weeds, and browsers will allow 
native seedlings to establish through 
natural processes. Or moving a few of 
your forest’s own seedlings or some forest 
duff around might be all you need to do 
to assist your covenant towards greater 
health.  

Planting failures could be caused by lack of associated fungi in the soil
Most native plants live in close association with plant-specific soil fungi known as mycorrhizae, 
each benefiting from the relationship. Perhaps you are experiencing 
continuing failure with some plantings? This could be because the 
soil in your covenant lacks the associated fungi required by the 
plant (native beeches, kanuka, manuka, and totara seem to be 
particularly sensitive to the loss of associated fungi). It is 
recommended that you choose seedlings that have been 
inoculated with the appropriate (not imported) fungi to 
enhance plant establishment and growth rates. If your plants 
have not been inoculated by the nursery try adding soil and 
duff (decaying organic matter on the forest floor) to the 
planting hole, taken from below naturally occurring plants of the 
same species. 

Check you have boys and girls
Many New Zealand tree species are dioecious 

(have separate male and female reproductive 
features on separate trees). To get viable 

seeds we generally need both sexes 
present. If your plants are grown 

from cuttings collected from a single 
dioecious tree then all plants will 
have the same sex feature as the 
parent tree. For example, if a nursery 
takes cuttings from a single male 
broadleaf tree the progeny will 
be male and therefore won’t have 
seeds to feed birds and support 
regeneration. However, if plants are 

grown from seed then we are more 
likely to have a balance of males and 

females and better chances of good 
seed production for birds and for the next 

generation of trees. 

Opt for the workhorse not the show pony
Many plants in the garden nursery industry have been selected for their 
appearance. They might be eye-catching, but may be unsuited to your 
district. Some may simply fail to survive, others may dominate the site. 
Others may fail to produce fruit, contributing nothing to habitat health. 

Be fussy about stock quality
A poor quality sapling is unlikely to do as well as a good one. Select 
stocky plants with representative form, a strong root-collar diameter (the 
diameter of the lower stem is a good indicator of a plant’s reserves and 
resilience), and a well-developed and balanced root system.

Plant at the right time and place
 Nature is far from random! All species have 

particular sites (niches) where they are more likely 
to flourish. Some species have wide tolerances, others can be very specific. Look 
at where each species grows in naturally occurring vegetation and mimic those 
conditions as best you can when you plant your trees and shrubs. Remember, 
vegetation often changes naturally through successional processes. Planting 
of some of the more tender species may need to be deferred until sufficient 
cover is first established.

managIng YOur cOVenanT
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Use plants that support local wildlife
Many birds and insects need trees for food, and many trees need birds 
and insects for pollination. Many plants also require birds for seed 
dispersal, and insects for the breakdown of leaf litter back to soil. The 
relationships between local plants  
and local fauna can be quite specific, 
so planting local strains of species 
known to occur in your district can 

increase the chance of providing 
suitable habitat for your local fauna. 

For example, plants produce various 
chemicals that act as either attractants or 

deterrents for local insects. Insects can be 
fussy about the chemical signatures of non-

local trees, and those insects may be important 
pollinators or a food source for local birds.

Beware of seed collected from lone self-pollinating plants
Some plants can self-pollinate but this is not necessarily the best way to 
reproduce. If a lone specimen self-pollinates, its offspring may be less viable and 
may grow more slowly. Examples of this are kowhai and Olearia. Try to collect 
seed from large healthy groups of a species, where cross-pollination is likely to 
occur. This can maximise the genetic diversity, biological fitness, and the survival 
and growth rates of any seedlings. When these seedlings mature, cross pollinate, 
and produce their own seedlings, the new seedlings are more likely to be 
vigorous. 

Ask your nursery about their propagation systems
Think twice about using plants grown from cuttings and, where possible, opt for seed-
grown stock. Plants grown from cuttings taken from a single parent plant exhibit no 
genetic variation; they are clones of their parent. When planted en masse, resulting 
plants will lack the opportunity to cross with genetically different plants of their species 
and are unlikely to produce much seed. Seedlings will often be of poor vigour. Plants 
grown from cuttings often fail to grow with typical form. With some tree species, this 
leads to the lack of a normally dominant leading trunk, adopting instead a more shrub-
like habit. 

Planting failures could be caused by lack of associated fungi in the soil
Most native plants live in close association with plant-specific soil fungi known as mycorrhizae, 
each benefiting from the relationship. Perhaps you are experiencing 
continuing failure with some plantings? This could be because the 
soil in your covenant lacks the associated fungi required by the 
plant (native beeches, kanuka, manuka, and totara seem to be 
particularly sensitive to the loss of associated fungi). It is 
recommended that you choose seedlings that have been 
inoculated with the appropriate (not imported) fungi to 
enhance plant establishment and growth rates. If your plants 
have not been inoculated by the nursery try adding soil and 
duff (decaying organic matter on the forest floor) to the 
planting hole, taken from below naturally occurring plants of the 
same species. 

Check plants are ecosourced
Planting species known to occur in your district helps with ecosystem health. Non-
local species generally detract from covenant integrity. Some can even become 
troublesome weeds. For example, when North Island species like Hoheria populnea 
(lacebark/ribbonwood) are established in the South Island they sometimes spread 

prolifically, not only as pure-breds but also by crossing with South Island species. 
Seeds or seedlings should be sourced from local wild populations so that we avoid 

introducing non-local species and genetics. Better still, try and get plants and 
seeds from several local sources to maintain a range of local genetic diversity. 

Unless you are sure of plant sources, avoid collecting seed from restoration 
plantings as they may not necessarily have followed ecosourcing best practice 
guidelines at the time they were done.

Find out what might be missing from your covenant
If your covenanted area was once grazed or logged, some species from its original 
makeup might now be missing. Re-establishment of missing species can add to your 
covenant’s health and sustainability. Consult experts or specialist websites (like www.
natureservices.landcareresearch.co.nz/app/) to see if there are any important gaps 
you can fill with your planting plan. If you can’t get the species you need immediately, 
order for the following year. In some cases you may need to contract a nursery to grow 
the plants you need. 

managIng YOur cOVenanT
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Ecosourcing

What is ecosourcing? 
Ecosourcing involves propagating seeds of wild native plants from local areas 
and then planting them back within the same area. 

Why use ecosourced plants in covenants? 

•	Covenants	protect	native	plants	that	reflect	the	original	vegetation	and	
plant communities in a particular location. By using ecosourced species in 
restoration plantings, covenantors maintain the unique characteristics of 
their covenant.

•	The	appearance,	physiology,	and	the	presence	of	certain	genes	varies	
considerably for many New Zealand plant species. Using ecosourced 
plants for restoration projects helps protect the diversity of our native plant 
species. 

•	Closely	related	plant	varieties	or	species	introduced	from	outside	a	local	
area can hybridise with local plants. If this happens on a large scale the local 
gene pool can be swamped, resulting in the loss of important local genes 
and plant characteristics. 

•	Ecosourcing	respects	natural	plant	distributions.	Sometimes	native	plants	
that aren’t sourced locally can become invasive (eg, karo from Northland 
has become invasive in more southern regions).

•	Local	plants	are	adapted	to	local	environmental	conditions	such	as	soil	type	
and temperature range. Using plants that occur naturally in your area can 
increase establishment success. 

•	Using	ecosourced	plants	means	plantings	to	restore	natural	vegetation	are	
as natural as they can be.

Our native plants have adapted over a long time to cope with the many 
different conditions found in New Zealand (temperature, rainfall, soil 
condition, fertility, acidity, salinity, seasonal changes, slope, windiness, 
altitude, and so on).  Many plants rely on the presence of special types of 
root fungi, other plants, insects, and birds in order to thrive and spread. 
Our native plants also play a crucial role in the life cycle of other species 
that have adapted alongside them and rely on them for food, shelter, and 
breeding places. 

The National Trust has a long-standing policy of only approving ecosourced 
plants for restoration projects in covenants to help protect and enhance 
local natural processes, plant diversity, and ecosystem health.

Where to go for help

Some native plant nurseries grow plants that have been ecosourced for local 
use. The internet provides a lot of information on ecosourcing and the location 
of nurseries that can supply you with ecosourced plants.

Ask your local QEII representative or other experts for advice on how to 
ecosource plants.

managIng YOur cOVenanT
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Planting high UMF (unique manuka factor) manuka for honey 
production

High UMF manuka varieties are being sourced and planted at a number of locations 
around the country to support honey production. These particular varieties have 
been bred from plants sourced from only a few areas in New Zealand (Northland, 
Coromandel, and the Waikato, for example). 

More than one species?
Manuka is common throughout 

New Zealand in lowland and low 
alpine regions and is found 

growing in many different 
habitats. Despite looking 
similar, recent research 
suggests that there could 
be a number of distinct 
species of manuka, each 
adapted to different 
conditions. 

For this reason, QEII 
National Trust has adopted 

a precautionary approach 
regarding high UMF manuka 

plantings in covenants for honey 
production. It will not approve the 

introduction of manuka from outside its 
ecological district.

This position will be reviewed after more taxonomic and ecological 
research has been done to understand the species and we know 

whether or not high UMF plantations are likely to impact on 
genetic diversity and ecosystem health generally. 

Applications to plant high UMF manuka in 
covenants for honey production
The National Trust will consider applications to plant 
ecosourced high UMF manuka for honey production 
on a case-by-case basis. Approval to plant will be 
based on best practice guidelines for restoration 
plantings and the purpose and objectives of the 

covenant. 

managIng YOur cOVenanT
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Good plant or bad weed?
Many native wetland species have exotic doppelgangers that have become invasive weeds in the wild.   
You want to be sure you remove the right one when out weeding. Karen Denyer of the National Wetland Trust 
of New Zealand shares tips to help you identify some errant species.

NATIvE WEED LOOK-ALIKE

Welcome water 
milfoil  
(Myriophyllum 
robustum)

•	Threatened	native	plant

•	Tends	to	look	more	
bronze coloured than 
its bluer parrot feather 
look-alike

•	Pointy	tips

Bothersome 
bindweed   
(Calystegia sylvatica)

•	White	flowers	
(hybrids can have 
pale pink flowers with 
overlapping bracts)

•	Sepal	hidden

•	Swollen	green	bracts	
at base of flower

Pesky parrots feather  
(Myriophyllum aquaticum)

•	Aggressive	weed

•	Bushier	than	the	native	
look-alike

•	Rounded	tips

Uncommon 
calystegia  
(Calystegia sepium 
subsp. roseata — 
sometimes called 
convolvulus)

•	Pink	flowers

•	Visible	sepal

•	Slender	green	bracts	
at the base of the 
flower

Tough toetoe 
(Austroderia species)

•	Tough	midrib	and		
hard to rip its leaves

•	Base	of	leaf	has	a	
bluish look

•	Flower	head	curves

Pesty pampas  
(Cortaderia species)

•	Weak	midrib	and	
leaves easy to rip

•	Usually	has	dead,	
curled-up leaves at its 
purplish base

•	Flowers	are	more	
upright

managIng YOur cOVenanT
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NATIvE WEED LOOK-ALIKE

Regal king fern 
(Ptisana salicina)

•	Endangered	native

•	A	range	of	habitats	
including wet rocky 
gullies, shady streams 
and damp forests

•	Large	graceful	arching	
fronds

•	Spores	under	its	fronds

Joyweed 
(Alternanthera nahui)

•	Flowers	look	a	bit	
like clover flowers

•	Flowers	form	at	the	
leaf base

Royal pain 
(Royal fern/Osmunda 
regalis)

•	Rampant	in	Waikato	
and moving towards 
Auckland

•	Upright	fronds	

•	Spore	bearing	fronds		
look like dock flowers

•	Dies	back	in	winter

Merciless Mercer 
grass (Paspalum 
distichum) and 
other exotic 
grasses 

Exotic grasses have  
a papery ligule in the 
leaf base

Irksome alligator 
weed 
(Alternanthera 
philoxeroides)

Flowers are on stalks

More information

Over 90 percent of New Zealand’s wetlands have been drained or filled. The National Wetland Trust of New Zealand is working 
towards reversing this trend. Find out more about their work at www.wetlandstrust.org.nz.

Weedbusters — www.weedbusters.org.nz has information about weeds and how to control them. 

New Zealand Plant Conservation Network — www.nzpcn.org.nz – for information about New Zealand’s native plants.

Marvellous swamp 
millet 
(Isachne globosa)

•	Sword-forming	grass	
spears

•	Dainty	seed	heads

•	Little	row	of	hairs	in	the	
base of the leaf

managIng YOur cOVenanT
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Parkers Bush is an 18ha block of rare kahikatea forest on the flats 
of the Uawa River in the Gisborne region. In 1995, owners Bridget 
and Mike Parker fenced the area to exclude stock and established 
a QEII National Trust covenant to permanently protect it. It has 
been identified as one of the most valuable forest remnants in the 
ecological district.

The Uawa Weed Warriors joined QEII National Trust and 
Weedbusters NZ to tackle a Japanese honeysuckle infestation 
that is threatening the health of the bush remnant. The working 
bee was run as a pilot project by Weedbusters and QEII National 
Trust as part of their joint initiative to support community groups 
with weed control. They want to use the experience to develop a 
model that can be replicated for other similar projects around the 
country. 

Tolaga Bay Area School was keen to get involved so its students 
could learn about the impact of weeds and develop skills to help 
take care of the environment. 

‘We understand it is a mammoth task but every little bit helps. It 
is better to do something than nothing,’ teacher, Richard Tuhaka, 
said.

The group received a weedbusters kit containing secateurs, a 
hedge trimmer, loppers, hand saws, grubbers, and gloves. After 
an extensive health and safety briefing in the use of the tools, 

Uawa Weed Warriors

the team went to work on the honeysuckle. They also removed 
a number of woolly nightshade plants while they were at it, a 
weed that is one of the ‘dirty dozen’ species identified in the 
Department of Conservation’s (DOC) War on Weeds programme 
and a Gisborne District Council ‘total control’ pest plant.

‘Weeds impact negatively on our environment, agricultural land, 
human health (think privet and allergies), and social values by 
destroying natural and cultural features,’ Weedbusters and QEII 
National Trust coordinators on the day, Anne Brow and Malcolm 
Rutherford, said.

‘New Zealand’s invasive weed problem is as serious as our 
predator problem and can only be tackled if everyone gets 
involved.

‘The Uawa Weed Warriors showed us today that a huge 
difference can be made with just a small investment and a team 
of enthusiastic helpers,’ they said.

The Parkers Bush project was funded from a DOC Community 
Conservation Fund grant to support community weed control 
projects in priority areas throughout New Zealand. The project 
contributes to the wider ‘Uawanui Project’, a collaborative 
venture driven by Te Aitanga a Hauiti iwi and the local Uawa 
Tolaga Bay community to deliver on their strategic vision, Healthy 
Environment — Healthy People.

A formidable team of Tolaga Bay Area School students, community volunteers, and Gisborne District Council 
pest plant control staff, aka the Uawa Weed Warriors, went in to battle for Parkers Bush this summer. 

OuT anD abOuT
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On a balmy late January Sunday in 
central Southland, a group of wetland 
enthusiasts gathered for a guided tour 
around Graham and Jan Applebys’ dairy 
farm to observe their riparian protection 
initiatives and explore the farm’s 
wetland areas.  

The highlight of the visit was exploring 
the 6ha peat dome covenanted by 
the Applebys in 2014. When they first 
bought the land the peat dome was 
completely bordered by gorse, which 
took a lot of digger hours to clear. 
Native plants are now slowly replacing 
cleared patches.

January is an excellent time to fossick 
around in peat bogs because this is 
when striped sun orchids (Thelymitra 
cyanea) are in flower. A number were 
seen during the visit as well as two 
species of carnivorous sundew which 
were just about to flower (Drosera 
spatulata and Drosera binata). Wetlands 
are naturally low in nitrogen and 
sundews have adapted to supply their 
own ‘blood and bone’ fertiliser by 
trapping and dissolving insects with a 
sticky secretion on their leaves. 

Two new species were observed for 
the covenant, Astelia nervosa and 
Chionochloa rubra subsp. cuprea 
(copper tussock). 

Only 12% of peat domes remain in the 
Southland Plains ecological district. The 
Applebys’ is a healthy example of this 
unusual ecosystem. It is also a known 
feeding place for the elusive Australasian 
bittern (Nationally Threatened).

Top: Graham Appleby (centre) and visitors 
spotting orchids. Centre: Thelymitra cyanea 
fresh (left) and fading (right) — one of only a 
few of New Zealand’s blue-flowering orchids. 
Bottom: Carnivorous sundews Drosera binata 
(left) and Drosera spatulata.

Secrets of 
peat dome
by Jesse Bythell, Southland 
Regional Representative
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FragmenTS

Books for children
Reviewed by Kerri Lukis, with Sanna (4) and Tessa (3)

In the bush – explore and discover New Zealand’s native forests
Written by Gillian Candler and illustrated by Ned Barraud. Published by Potton & 
Burton. RRP $19.99.

In the Bush is a non-fiction picture reference 
book for primary school children.  It is 
beautifully illustrated and contains a wealth 
of information about New Zealand forest 
ecosystems. The book is structured to present 
the bush by day and night. It describes each 
of the forest tiers as well as the impact 
of introduced mammals and the special 
importance of sanctuaries. We enjoyed looking 
through the section on animal and plant 
groups and reading about lesser-known species 
such as the wood rose, greenhood orchid, 
and the peripatis worm. A handy pull-out bird 
identification card gave us plenty to talk about 

while out walking — why we see some birds a lot and some not at all (diurnal versus 
nocturnal, common versus threatened, distribution patterns). This is a book we will 
come back to for a long time to come and we are now on the lookout for the other 
three in the series – At the Beach, In the Garden, and Under the Ocean.

Whose beak is this?
Written by Gillian Candler and Illustrated by Fraser Williamson. Published by Potton & 
Burton. RRP $14.99.
Can you guess a bird from its beak? 
Simple and striking illustrations got my 
children hooked from the get-go. Clues 
full of novel words such as ‘snuffling’ and 
‘filtering’ gave us lots to talk about, as did 
the snippet of information provided when 
the birds were revealed. The book begins 
with familiar species such as tui and kiwi 
before moving on to more challenging 
species such as wrybill and gannets. A 
lovely and intriguing way to teach children 
how to identify birds and learn about their 
feeding behaviours at the same time. We 
have probably read it every night since 
receiving the book to review. Sanna and 
Tessa love shouting out the names of the birds even before I start reading ‘whose 
beak is this?’.

Special acknowledgement
The National Trust wishes to acknowledge 
bequests received recently from Mr Ewen 
Jones, a former financial member of the 
National Trust, and Mr David Whatton 
Wilkie, a former Life member of the 
National Trust, having established a 
covenant with it. 

The gifts left by these generous 
benefactors will be of great help to the 
work of the National Trust in protecting 
New Zealand’s natural and cultural 
heritage on private land for the benefit of 
future generations.

Free app to identify native 
orchids

A new app has been developed to help 
identify native orchids, and it’s free! 
The NZ Orchid Key app allows users 
to identify a species by selecting from 
a series of features including leaves, 
flowers, habitat, and distribution. Its 
developer, Landcare Research scientist 
Murray Dawson, hopes the app will 
help protect the threatened species 
by helping with their identification. 
New Zealand has more than 120 
species of native orchids, with over 
half found nowhere else in the world. 
Many are threatened and have high 
conservation values. The app was 
jointly produced by Landcare Research 
and the New Zealand Native Orchid 
Group and can be downloaded 
via the Landcare Research website 
(www.landcareresearch.co.nz), Apple 
App Store, or Android Google Play 
Store. 

Leaving a lasting legacy
Perpetuity is a long time. Protecting nature and special places on private land in perpetuity 
is the commitment landowners and the National Trust make with every Open Space 
covenant they establish together.

Remembering the National 
Trust in your Will means you 
will be part of its ongoing 
work to take care of these 
special places.

If you would like to talk 
about how to leave a 
legacy, phone 0800 467 
367 and ask to speak with 
the National Trust’s Chief 
Executive.

Flying duck orchid
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FragmenTS

prOperTY FOr SaLe
A ‘magnificent’ QEII covenant 
of mature and regenerating 
native forest that supports a 
large diverse population of 
native birds and vegetation. A 
private, peaceful 4-bedroom, 
2-bathroom home with extensive 
gardens nestles up to native 
bush melodious with birdsong. 
Situated in scenic Aniseed Valley 
only 15–25 mins from Richmond/
Nelson. 

More details and photos on 
TradeMe ID EGZ733 and 
openspace.org.nz

Vendor details: marsufisher@xtra.
co.nz — tel 03 544 3924.

Letter to editor
New bait works on wasps 

I have a covenant near Staveley, Ashburton, 
protecting black/mountain beech trees on the 
upper edge of the Canterbury Plains. After years 
of spending time and money on destroying over 
100 wasp nests every year, I was keen to be 
an early customer of the new wasp bait called 
Vespex. My first task in late December was to 
pass a test to become a registered user of the 
bait. I then had to wait until January 11 before I 
could order the product. Thirty bait stations were 
filled on 23 January and the following day hardly 
a wasp could be found! 

The bait is clearly attractive to wasps with three 
or four circling the bait station within a minute 
of it being filled. I have ordered 10 more bait 
stations to get better coverage of the 9 hectare 
covenant I’m working in. It’s a relatively simple 
exercise setting up the bait stations and next year 
the only cost will be the bait and replacement 
bait wells (approx. $170).

The bait uses the food-harvesting behaviour 
of wasps to kill a nest so a knowledge of wasp 
behaviour is needed for effective use. For 
example, it only works at the time of year when 
wasps require protein to feed their larvae. An 
activity test is done to gauge the right time to set 
out the bait. It is also important to know how to 
store, handle, and deploy this ecotoxin, so that 
it is not foraged by non-target insects. To ensure 
customers know how to use the bait, Merchento 
only sell it to approved users. It only takes half an 
hour to read the information on the Merchento 
website, watch a video, and pass an online 
multiple-choice test to register as an approved 
user. The cost of the process ($58 +GST for 
registration and $368 for bait, bait stations, and 
signage) is a small price to pay to walk through 
your covenant without the fear of wasp stings, 
knowing also that healthy bird and insect life can 
once again be supported within it.

See www.merchento.com for more information 
about Vespex wasp bait. 

Allan Totty

The black sooty mould coating on a beech tree trunk is 
a tell-tale sign of massive honeydew production.  
The honeydew used to feed a unique beech ecosystem 
until introduced German and common wasps 
commandeered it to turbo boost their colonies. 

Land ownership in the Mahakirau Forest Estate is not only an opportunity to live in 
harmony with nature but, protected by QEII covenants, offers the opportunity to carry on 
a conservation legacy. Lot 13, with 15.59ha (incl. 0.31 elevated building site) has some 
extraordinary natural features. Panoramic vistas incl. mountain and sea views, a pristine 
river with swimming holes and well established bush trails visiting many half-century-
year-old rata trees. There is power and telecom to the drive and basic huts on site with 
water collection. Do you desire to live in a secure forest sanctuary in the heart of the 

Coromandel ranges: This unique piece of paradise is ideal for those in search of complete 
privacy and a passion for pure, native wilderness. Incredible value at $300,000.
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Barry Brickell was one of the Coromandel’s best known 
and respected residents, as well known for his disdain for 
convention and committees as he was for his inventiveness, 
compassion, and his many life passions. Barry was a devotee 
of ceramics, pottery, kiln building, conservation, engineering, 
geology, early industrial sites, and steam and railways. He 
was well versed in New Zealand history, with a sharp interest 
in Maori culture and native flora and fauna. He was a QEII 
covenantor, owning two covenants on the outskirts of 
Coromandel town, best known as the site of the Driving Creek 
Railway and Pottery.

Barry was a visionary in the widest sense, conceiving and 
developing ideas decades before they became accepted by the 
wider community. One of his biggest gripes was people trying 
to define him, once saying to me ‘the only things that should be 
put in pigeonholes are pigeons, and I’m no pigeon’. Interviewed 
on Radio New Zealand’s Nine to Noon in 2013 Barry said ‘I’ve 
always been an outsider in everything I’ve done. And that’s 
on purpose, so that I can concentrate on what I want to do 
without external interference.’ That highlighted one of the 
threads than ran through Barry’s life, doing it because he was 
being true to himself.

Barry passed away in Coromandel on 23 January 2016 aged 
80, and a celebration of his life was held in Coromandel on 
27 January. Around 400 people squashed themselves into the 
swelteringly hot and humid Coromandel Area School Hall for 
2 hours, a testament to the esteem Barry is held in. If I dared 
to define Barry (and I wouldn’t tell him I had tried), I’d say he 
continues to be one of New Zealand’s most celebrated ceramic 
artists, that he restored many hectares of native bush, created 
a wildlife sanctuary and one of the Coromandel’s most iconic 
destinations, was a strong supporter of the QEII National 
Trust and its objectives and, most recently, proposed and 
championed a pier for Coromandel Harbour as a solution to a 
long running debate about (among other things) how to get 
the Auckland ferries to do more sustainable timetabled trips to 
Coromandel. 

He bought the 24 hectare property at Driving Creek in 1973 for 
its terracotta clay, and spent 33 years developing the Driving 
Creek Railway, starting as a means of getting clay from the 
hills of the property to his ‘asylum’ studio. The Railway opened 
to the public in 1990 and is now one of the Coromandel’s 
most popular tourist attractions, having carried 1.25 million 
passengers. QEII registered Barry’s first covenant over the 
Driving Creek Railway property in 1994, and added a second 
over a predator-proof fenced area in 2005.

Barry’s self-deprecating description of himself was as a ‘railway 
crank’. In an interview with Radio New Zealand’s Spectrum 
programme in 2015 he said what excited him about railways 

Barry Brickell
by Jason Roxburgh — QEII Regional Representative, Coromandel

OBITUARY

was the beauty in their construction, saying ‘roads are crude 
engineering compared with railways. The engineering in the 
landscape, the curvature and the gradients have to be very 
carefully considered’. That was the other thread that ran 
through Barry’s life — beauty and curvature. Respected potter 
Mike O’Donnell, MC at Barry’s memorial, spoke of Barry’s love 
of curvature, nowhere more evident than in his sculptures and 
railway. Barry sold thousands of pottery and ceramic objects, 
including many sculptures and murals, wrote several books, and 
painted numerous works of art, some of which he exhibited in 
his own art gallery in Coromandel.

Barry, with his trademark plastic sandals and bowl haircut, was 
buried in the hills of his beloved Driving Creek property, on one 
last trip on his first train. Mike O’Donnell said ‘Barry wanted to 
be buried not so deep that the worms can’t find him, and not 
to shallow that the pigs can dig him up’. 

Barry’s legacy was large, and his vision even larger. The Driving 
Creek Arts and Conservation Trust, and Driving Creek Railway 
Ltd continue to deliver on that legacy and vision, and he will 
continue to be part of the conversations had by the community 
for decades to come.
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Recently registered covenants
Summary of covenant registrations from 1 September 2015 to 29 February 2016  

District Council Name Covenant name Area (ha) Main open space type
Ashburton Harris Coastal Wetland Harris Wetland 0.96 Coastal flaxland/shrubland

Ashburton Ensor - Glenaan Wetland Glenaan Wetland 7.70 Montane red tussock and bog rush wetland

Auckland McNaughton  2.12 Semi-coastal treeland and wetland

Central Hawke’s Bay Grant & Kibblewhite (McLean) Whangaehu Cliff 17.42 Coastal flaxland, grassland, and rockland cliffs

Central Hawke’s Bay Te Kowhai Land Co (2011) Ltd Te Kowhai Bush 15.09 Lowland forest

Dunedin Heyward Point Farm Ltd Dowling Bay Covenant 1.58 Coastal forest

Dunedin Heyward Point Farms Ltd Chapman - Heyward Point 4.36 Coastal forest and shrubland

Dunedin Cutler & Kammlein Cosybank 7.04 Coastal wetland and forest

Far North Carey & Atkinson  18.84 Lowland forest

Far North Landcorp-Tahoranui (2), Kapiro Kapiro Tahoranui 2 7.86 Semi-coastal shrubland

Far North Landcorp-Takou Stream Wetland Takou Stream Wetland 5.01 Semi-coastal rushland

Hastings Beamish & Padman - Karamu Bush Karamu Bush 2.99 Lowland forest

Hastings Beamish - Te Mata Bush, Porangi Bush Porangi Bush 7.61 Lowland forest

Hurunui L.C. Gardiner Limited Gardiner’s Gully 37.19 Submontane forest and stream

Hurunui Ravn  Lindon Lea Bush 47.05 Semi-coastal forest, scrub, and shrubland

Kaipara Hawley He Owha 134.35 Lowland forest

Manawatu Luttrell  3.63 Artificially created wetland and lowland forest remnant

Manawatu Will Brazendale 4.30 Lowland forest

Marlborough Evans Evans Conservation Block 909.23 Montane forest and grey scrub, alpine herb field,   
    subalpine tussock

Masterton McKay, Stiven & Kerr - Pariroa Pariroa covenant 7.85 Lowland forest

New Plymouth Luxton  16.79 Semi-coastal forest

New Plymouth Mt Pehu Farm Ltd (Shaw) Mt Pehu Bush 11.17 Lowland forest

New Plymouth Tuffery & McLean Mimi Farm 4.59 Coastal estuarine reedland, forest, and archaeological  
    (pa site)

New Plymouth Moala Moala Bush 1.22 Semi-coastal forest

Rangitikei Leary  7.31 Forest

Rangitikei Westerman  71.50 Subalpine forest and flaxland

South Taranaki Coe  5.58 Lowland forest

South Waikato Southern Pastures Ltd Southern Pastures Kereru  18.17 Submontane shrub/reedland   
  Wetland Escarpment 

Southland Landcorp-Lynleys Bush, Centre Hill Lynleys Bush 3.88 Lowland forest

Southland Willans Wetland Willans’ Wetland 9.33 Lowland peatfield and tussockland

Southland Landcorp-Bartletts Extension, Mararoa Bartletts Extension, Mararoa 6.72 Lowland modified primary wetland, riparian shrubland,  
    tussockland

Southland Wilson  4.67 Semi-coastal forest

Southland Landcorp-DoC Wetland-Stuart Farm DoC Wetland - Stuart Farm 6.75 Lowland open water wetland

Southland Landcorp-Aubreys Wetland, Dale Farm Aubreys Wetland 9.24 Lowland wetland and shrubland

Southland Browns Pastoral Limited Partnership Browns Pastoral Ltd 5.18 Lowland forest

Southland Barnes  Grove Burn Bush 18.37 Lowland forest

Stratford Dirksen  5.09 Lowland riparian forest

Stratford Harrigan & England (Hopkirk Trust) [2] Hopkirk Bush 18.30 Lowland forest

Stratford The Hollows Ltd Strathmore 4.14 Lowland forest

Tararua Rolston Koukanui Covenant 8.10 Lowland forest

Tasman Munro and Hughes Paterangi Covenant 5371 Lowland wetland

Tasman Davis Ray Davis Covenant 0.51 Lowland forest

Tasman Light Light Covenant 2.53 Lowland forest

Thames-Coromandel Sieling  9.87 Semi-coastal forest and rushland

Waikato Scott  10.38 Lowland forest

Waipa Whitehead & Fisher (4284) Whitehead-Fisher 2.21 Lowland treeland, shrubland, and flaxland

Waitomo Lowry  15.36 Lowland wetland and manuka scrub

Waitomo Stubbs & Brown  3.52 Lowland forest and geological

Waitomo Pengxin New Zealand Farm Group Ltd - Benneydale 2 Pengxin NZ - Benneydale 2 94.14 Lowland forest and wetland

Waitomo Pengxin New Zealand Farm Group Ltd - Benneydale 1 Pengxin NZ - Benneydale 1 127.11 Lowland forest

Whangarei Smith  5.64 Lowland forest

Whangarei Landcorp-Aponga Stream Bush Aponga Stream Bush 36.13 Lowland forest and wetland

Whangarei Bowden (Puriri Bush) Puriri Bush 4.64 Semi-coastal lowland forest remnant and shrubland 

Total area   6,862.38  

Congratulations to the National Trust’s two new Board Directors who were elected by QEII National Trust members in 
the 2016 member elections:
Donna Field, Rakaia Gorge, Canterbury
Michael Legge, Westport, West Coast.

The four other members serving on the board are Ministerial appointments (appointed by the Minister of 
Conservation):
James Guild (Chairperson)
Gina Solomon
Bruce Wills
Sue Yerex

Queen Elizabeth II National Trust and its Board of Directors acknowledge and sincerely thank its departing members, 
Megan Balks and James Hunter, who served 6 and 9 years respectively.

2016 Board Director elections results

Donna Field

Michael Legge



Location: Travel 7km north-west of Puhoi village, which is 
approximately 50km north of Auckland. The walk starts at the 
intersection of Ahuroa Road and Remiger Road.

Keep to marked tracks as parts of the walk go over private land. 
No dogs allowed.

QEII National Trust

Visit our websiteFind us on Facebook

www.openspace.org.nz

Val and Arthur Dunn gifted Dunn’s Bush from their 
farm to QEII National Trust in 1994. They also donated 
nearby Remiger’s Bush to the Crown in 1981 and this is 
now a scenic reserve administered by the Department 
of Conservation.

The Dunns have shown extraordinary foresight and 
generosity in protecting these precious remnants of 
native forest in perpetuity for future generations of 
New Zealanders to enjoy.

Trail options through Dunn’s Bush include a section 
of Te Araroa — The Long Pathway, a 2920km trail 
that extends the length of New Zealand from Cape 
Reinga to Bluff. Visitors to Dunn’s Bush walk through 
magnificent mature native forest and regenerating 
bush remnants. Rocky outcrops provide vantage points 
for views over the surrounding Puhoi countryside. 
The forest flora is rich, with more than 160 recorded 
species, including a giant kahikatea measuring  
1.8 metres in diameter. 

North Auckland — Dunn’s Bush 


